Dave’s Blarg!
2012-Jan-12 though 2012-Jan-20 :D

Woooot! Things are going great, I hope that everyone is having and awesome day/week/month/year :D This is going to be my first blarg that
doesn’t *quite* catch up to date, I’m waiting on a few pictures to round it
out some of the ones I took today :) That being said, this one still covers a
*crazy* amount of time, and a heap of awesome fun, so pull up a chair and
some hot coco :)
Because here we go for a drive!!! :D

Soooo, not the best picture of me driving the 4runner, but included
because it’s also the last time that my flash actually flashed :( One
of these days I’m going to actually take a look at it….

Woot 7-11!! And Hooray for 24 hour eats!!

Project 4runner is finally nearly done!! I’d parked this
thing a few months ago when it reached ~299970 miles,
wanting to save rolling the odometer to 300000 for the
guy who sold it to me. Sadly he was on an arctic research vessel and our schedules haven't aligned until
now :p I’ve only told him that I want to take he and his
GF out for ice cream, but not why. According to
google maps it will take *precisely* 5.7 miles to go
*directly* from my apartment to my office, then from
my office to Yogurt Extreme (the one at 9th and circle), so after a trip to 7eleven, I *very* carefully used the
nearby vehicle exercise lot to roll the odometer to just
the point where it would roll as we got to yogurt extreme :D

The Fred Meyers Car Exercise Yard is only about .2miles from my house :)

And seems to be about .4 miles around (on average) if you follow the edge :)

Wooot! All ready!!

Wooot!!! I was pretty excited
about getting things right on :)
The only bummer was getting
about two blocks from my
In other news, apparently the 4runner is wider than two shopping
carts….

Ga! And I *really* wanted to get to work early today! The orange part at the bottom is my kerchief which is serving as a camera to hood adaptor.

house and realizing
that I’d forgotten my
cell phone. The trip to
work being a carefully
calibrated 2.2 miles, I
got in a morning jog

which (let’s be honest) I had more or
less skipped :P
Toby, Joyce, Hai-Yue, Kathy, Danielle,
and Daryl showed up for the ride :D
I didn't take a lot of pictures because I
was taking a movie :D
Check it out here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=5yGUe7GlAKA
I would totally recommend skipping
ahead, we roll about 2/3 of the way
through the video :)
Woot to no top! And Woot to the
300,000 strike force!!

After that my day was mostly
odds and ends. I mailed a
few packages, made a few
phone calls, and cleaned up
my office. Cleaning my office
largely consists of de post-iting around my desk. Most of
One of the things I *love* about oceanography is
that we ship around a *lot* of equipment, and we
the post-its hit the round file,
always do it in awesome looking pelican boxes :D
or were consolidated into
long term keepers that I hide under my key“I’m not sure that the files *are* in the
board to make the place look sharper. A secomputer, can you email them again?”
lect few priority notes got upgraded to a
‘high visibility’ location.
I also didn’t move this one post it that has
been on my windowsill for like a month now.
I’m not exactly sure what it’s for, but I can
only guess
that I had a
good reason for
writing
down the
Post its get relegated to either the covert storage
location or the high priority reminder location

alphabet, and I’ve got this sneaking suspicion that I really shouldn’t get rid of the
note until I can remember what that reason
was...

Except for this one, which…. I don’t feel
comfortable moving until I can remember…...

Dave, Erik, Colleeen, these are for you :)

So after that I filled
up the human feeder
one last time

The 4runner has a thumping sound system, when I remember to
bring my inverter… and I seem to have misplaced the remote….

Re-installed the
top and the sound
system on the
4runner,

And picked up a few last minute
essentials :)

I once heard Wycliffe Jean describe politicians as “toothbrushes”,
which-he explained-was because “They have a million different
kinds... But they all do the same thing”

And went out to Daryls for an awesome dinner :)
Erik was rocking the killer flying
shark :D
I also only just now noticed the dolphin on the arm of the couch..

Seriously, if you don’t have
one of these, you should get
one, they’re like $20 and you
fly them by flapping the
tail :D

Ahhhhhhhhhhh, Run-I mean gently saunter-away!!!

Sarah brightened up the evening :D (Daryl got us headlamps
for late xmas :D )

Sarah’s soo bright she should be wearing shades, instead of…
wait, is that a headlamp? :p

The funniest part of the whole thing is how much *she* laughs while relaying a near
death experience…. And I’m still not sure exactly how the truck ended up upside
down and backwards… That being said she was *very* adamant that it involved a
front flip and *not* a sissy rollover.

She also regailed† us with the story of how she flipped her 4runner, a noninjury, non-seatbelt accident that none-the-less involves hitting a tree while
upside down and backwards IN THE AIR (as far as I could tell), and requires the use of a fork to illustrate fully. (Sadly this was in response to my
telling her that she could borrow the 4runner to go snowboarding (Along
the same mountain pass as her accident!)….. Dear….. Poor brick….
† - Regailed doesn’t show up in my spell checker. It only now occurs to me
that I’ve only ever heard it said and not actually read it anywhere. I nonetheless‡ maintain that it is a word, and it being too late to worry overly much,
today’s writeback is to regail me with the tale where I’ve gone wrong with
English.... :p
‡ - And I’ve written nonetheless two ways in this document so far……*
* - Dagger beats asterisk, every time. Take that Asterisk.

Saturday Rocked for so many reasons :D Not the least of which is that
operation “shop like a guy” delivered
in the form of three pairs of Model
5820 (I think, it’s too late to pull up the
order) Carhartt Double Front 32x30
carpenter pants :D Boom, 8 minutes
of online shopping FOR THE
WIN!! :D
I always forget how dark new carharts are...

Danielle came over to help me
chew through the WORLD’S
AWESOMEST RICE CRISPY
TREAT!!! :D (we got it at 711
when we were running the 4runner
up toward the 300k mark :D

Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!! Just looking at
this picture I can hear all those poor unfortunate little
krisps screeeeeeeam for their life :p

Electron piping = complete :D

She also finished up a few circuit
boards she had been making. After
some hasty documentation that was
one more thing done before I left
town :)

PencilCad Pro is probably my favorite drafting engine :)

I wasn’t just excited to leave town because it was going to be my first unbusy time since I got back from Christmas break, but also because I was going to see:

KRISTINA!!!!!!
I love going to see Kristina and Vilem, mostly because they’re awesome, but
*also* because we get to go out and Dance our hearts out :) My friend
Brandi (who has the equivalent of my job for the University of Washington
research boat,
and whom I’m
sure you can see
clearly in the picture here :p) met
up with us and
brought along her
sister and some
frineds :) The lot
of them plus
Trish and Phil
made for an
*awesome*
This is team awesome *rocking* the
night :)
chair dance after our legs got tired :)

We seriously spent like three hours almost exactly like this :)

On Sunday we
got down to
some serious
relaxing,
up
late, pancakes,
and a healthy
helping
of
chatting made
for a *great*
morning (for
mornings that
start around
1000 and go
to 1500 :)

Vilem told us an *awesome* story about trying to escape from communist
czechoslovakia. On foot… through a military checkpoint… and taking the
train back home :p He’s awesome :) I rounded out the
The trick to escaping communism is (apparently)
being able to keep a straight face…. :)
day of awesome relaxation
with a great dinner at Trish’s
before heading to Sinferno at
Dante’s. It’s a no cameras
kind of event, but let me tell
you, fire dancing + burlesque
+ awesome band = more
awesomeness than $9 should
be allowed to buy anywhere!!
If you’re in Portland on a
Sunday, don’t miss it. :D

Pretty much right after that
it was off to the airport. I
tagged my bags just in time
to get through the baggage
line, although I don’t think
that rushing while writing
is really a good policy for
me….
Travelers tip #1: put an extra address label *inside*
I the event my bag gets lost, dauid Scribbleman of Lualis, Dr 973310 will be getting a surprise in the mail. I
really don’t know why I bother some days :p

Perhaps between the tag on the outside and the tag on the inside
Mr. Scribbleman will be able to infer my *actual* address….

your bag. If they find themselves having to resort to the
backup tag, it won’t be because
good things happened to the
outside of your bag…

I’m guessing that this works less well if you wear
flip flops, that being said most flip flop folk aren't
the ones to worry about in the airport line...

Travelers tip #2: You *know* it’s coming.
Use the time you normally spend complaining (and you know that you’re thinking it,
even if you aren’t saying it :p ) about how
*slow* people are when they go through security to take your stuff off in line and put
it in your shoes (or somewhere). This prevents you from the instant (and unfortunate) circumstance of becoming one of the people you were just thinking
about as you reach the front of the line and realize that you’ve double knotted your sneaks and decided that air travel is an entirely appropriate place to
don your *entire* collection of bangly jewelry. (You know who you are, and
we’re going to talk as soon as I figure out how you get in line in front of me
*every* *Single* *time* I fly….

Ahhhhhhhh, there my boots go, wandering off in front o’ me to get
checked in. Good boots :)

Go Boots!

As a little side story, I honestly
wish that I’d waited a bit to get my
backpack. I wanted to get an all
black one, and as nifty as I think
camo is, I don’t want to be mistaken for some lame poser. That being said, most of the military folks
I know seem to rather eschew having military gear on/around their
person whenever they don’t have
to. That being said this guys
looked pretty street (although,
once again, not even camo). He
was even marked as a friendly for
anyone who sees in infa-red (I
think…).
I googled a bit and I may be wrong
about the square patch….

One of these things is less likely than the others to
make it through airport security…. But it did :D

So yeah, security was a breeze. I scored 100% on my first pass, (and I don’t
think I should have) and then it was into the waiting zone. I’m like 60%
sure that lighters are ok to carry onto planes again, but I didn’t mean to actually test the theory….
This lady walked by with a cooler that looked like an organ
transport, but she didn’t look like
she was in a hurry. I hope that
whoever was getting it wasn’t in
a hurry either… :p
It’s the telltale heart (in a box)…. (It’s probably actually water
or cheeseburgers, but I like the heart story better :))

The cool thing about
leaving Oregon is getting to see the sun
again. As soon as we
pulled above the
clouds the cabin lit up
with a light the likes
of which I haven’t
seen in weeks!
Omg!! It’s so bright!! Ahhhhhhhhhhhh :p

I have *absolutely* no idea why, but I decided to bring Mr. Hat….

Fun Dave Fact: Despite aiming
to arrive at the airport at least two
to three hours early for flights, I
usually wait until nearly last to
board, and nearly last to get off
the plane. I get on slow because
we’re all going to the same place
and I enjoy sitting in a chair

where I can actually put my legs out
for the half hour that folks spend
jamming their overstuffed bags into
the overhead bins, and I get off last
because I like to play the *real* baggage lottery. Not the weak sauce
one where you stand at the carousel
and pray, but the one that you win if
you actually get to *watch* your bag
get mishandled onto the cart. And
honestly, no matter how fast you
run, you aren’t getting your bag any faster than this guy moves..
The *real* baggage lottery, for the hardest of hardcore only :D

So it turns out that Boston
is also a FedEx hub, which is
awesome, because we
shipped a lot of our gear air
freight. Chances are good
And (after reading the rest) you will discovthat at least a few of our
er why there is poetry in this picture :)
things are on or about some
of these planes…..
One thing I’ve never understood about airports is how
they advertise their shops
and dining. The part that
doesn’t make sense is that
for 85% of the shops and dining, you have to have a ticket for a flight to get
to the shop, and I’ve never encountered anyone who is liable to divert their
choice of airport based on whether or not there’s a dunkin donuts at a farther away airport….

Omg, you guys have a Starbucks!! Really!! I almost ran back in!

After collecting my bags I
met up with Don, our Port
Engineer and we headed off
for Enterprise to pick up our
car. (We would have flown
right to Woods Hole, but we
really wanted to eat at the
Fuddruckers in the Boston
Airport…)

Woot!!1! All my bags in one trip :D

Also, everyone who works here thinks that they are
going to manage a store or two in short order…

Fun Fact: The Enterprise
chain was founded by a fella
who served on the carrier
‘Enterprise’.

Fun Fact that *can’t* be found on the
sign in the Enterprise lobby: All desk
employees at enterprise outlets are required to have college degrees. No
degree in particular, just *a* degree…. The guy who checked us out
It’s kind of like a management pyramid scheme….
had an exercise science degree. Well a
degree or military experience. If you
are reading this and you know the
former C130 loadmaster that worked
at the South SanDiego Enterprise two years ago, I *So* meant to give you
my phone number!!! I’ll wave as we drive by!! :p

Right after we got into
the car I discovered that
I’d left the tags for my
backpack in my Kangaroo pouch……
Oh well :p

If found, please drop this human in
any mailbox, postage guaranteed

Fssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

After a very minor incident at the gate we were Off!!!

Zoooooooooooommmm!!!!!
Lucky for us the Boston underground stayed overhead…

Hurry before the roof glue expires!!

I’m actually pretty sure that this isn’t *that* part, but still….

I find that calling brake lights “Brake Flares” it makes me feel cooler
about being at a dead standstill on the largest pubic works project in
history, even though it was *supposed* to be used for faster driving..

In any event, it wasn’t long at all until we emerged into the Boston parking
lot….

We got down to Apparently I need to eat more cheeseFalmouth
and burgers...
checked into a hotel, One last day of
‘nice’ before moving onto the ship.
Soooooo, it’s lookOh number 14….
ing like I’m going
to have to write a letter to number 14. my pants
were *waaaay* too big!! :D I know this doesn’t
have *anything* to do with ‘guy shopping’, I
mean, how could it! :p Oh well, I ordered according to the size of the ones I had, completely
forgetting that *I’ve Lost Weight!!* Woot! Of all the problems to have in
the world, I’ll take this one :D after that I packed all my stuff up again and
headed out :)

I love my large black bag, I usually put everything from both
bags into it when I don’t have to dodge the airport weight limits.

For some reason we parked in the
*back* lot at the hotel….

Walk, walk, walk. For reference, the two bags (that I’ve combined into my
one large one) weighed in at 49.2# and 48.5#, I get to bring all my cold
weather gear in addition to stuff for the boat, and all kinds of other odds
and ends. One of
these days I’m going
to try travelling for a
vacation, just to see
how small my bag
will be….
On another note,
new carharts are
wicked stiff, I’ve
been
walking
around like that little kid from the
christmas story….

Stiff legged pants or zombie? We’ll
let the studio audience decide :)

On my way down the WHOI dock
I spotted the R.V. Knorr, which
some of you may remember from
my last period of blargging:
http://dave.ogormanfamily.com/
Galapagos/

I was on this ship for a cruise out of
the Galapagos islands.

They have a loooooooooooooooonnnng core :)

And BOOM!!!!!! There’s our new ship!!!!

Hey there Oceanus!!!!!!!

The Oceanus builders plaque :)

I was –6 when this ship was launched..

Normally this rack is brimming with
electron wrangling gear...

The phrase “I have no idea” came up at least five
times in the description of the cabling on the vessel...

The Oceanus had been headed for retirement up until the time we finagled
our way into getting it, so most of the science gear is long gone, along with
most of the people who know where things went and how they worked,
nonetheless, the underlying infraThey have some *awesome* odds and
structure is pretty sharp.
ends shelves...

*And* they left us an awesome retro voltmeter :D (for measuring retro volts..)

She took of a set of encyclopedias that
hadn’t been used in so long they were
stuck to the shelf...

It is pretty cool that
they’re attached to a
larger institution
though. There was a
lady down from the
WHOI library to go
through the ships library before we left :)

And funny story…
Before you
start
thinking that the
Wecoma is the only one
with rust problems, the
morning we got there, a
guy was chipping some
rust at the bottom of an
equipment mount in the
engine room and he
It (sadly) didn’t come through in the
pictures, but the hole is about 3/4”
squared and is along the base of the
large box in the upper right here

found a rust hole that went
*Straight* into the top of
a diesel tank…. This isn’t
nearly as bad as the
Wecoma, but just so’s ya
know…..

Honestly something like this happens
at one point or another to most ships.

Later that day I took
a drive up to some
of the WHOI shops
to find some of our
crates. They have a
*lot* of oceanography stuff here (who
knew!)
And
*somewhere* (and
I not pointing fingers, but somewhere) here there’s a
Look at all these poor lost buoys...
shop that is responsible for me missing a conference in new Orleans and having to spend thanksgiving at sea.
I’m going to try not to look, but I swear I saw some familiar shapes in the
scrap bin… I also almost got my brain cooked by a Klestron broadcasting
dish in one of the electronic shops…. You have to be careful around here...
One of these scrap pieces has a cut out
for what is (I swear) a massive watch
gear...

Electon beams are falling on my head!!

Random informational sidebar: All those ‘domes’ that you see on ships ar just motorized satellite dishes. The dome
helps protect them from wind and the elements, elements like boron an’ magnesium and other troublemakers...

So if you *ever* talk to anyone from WHOI, and I mena *anyone* from an
ocean vents specialist to the mail guy, it won’t be five minutes before they
tell you about their “awesome waterjet” cutting machine that they use to
make parts. It won’t be long before you’ll be wondering whether or not it
can make you dinner too, *and* whether And masterfully understated...
or not they have any other tools anywhere .
For the record they have *lots* of awesome tools and shop facilities, and I’m
skipping
the Seriously Australian for ‘welder’
waterjet to show
you the coolest
one
that
I
found. It’s Australian
for
‘welder’

The plaque says ‘600 Amps’
But the electron speedometer goes to 800 :D

Whilst I was
p o k i n g
around
the
shops several
of my containers were
dropped off
at the ship.
D e s p i t e
crossing the
*entire*
country, the
last 50’ are
Ahhh! Don’t fall little box!!
the part that
always scares
me the most…. In one single broken crane strap a $150,000 pallet of equipment can go from a prized possession that has come from precisely as far
way as it can get without running out of land to a rather expensive mini-reef
in one fell ‘snap’ :p I put up the (what shall now be referred to as the)
‘stalker cam’ to record me loading the stuff from the crates into the ship :)
The video is here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1nr3ikKUQo
So I didn’t take *too*
many photos of it besides the stalker cam, but
I did snap this one. Apparently our container of
fridge poetry got loose
(and mashed) so we have
now waxed poeticliterally-across the country...
‘special’ ‘mom’ and ‘ish’ (at the very least) have been
scattered on fedex transports the country wide…
My poetic abilities!! Ahhhhhhh!!!

One of the funny parts
of packing in a hurry is
some of the stuff that
you end up with. Like
this gem for instance. Mr
power strip here got
flown across the country
just to be here. Thanks
Mr. power strip……..
Luckily we also brought some screw on plugs...

So funny story, everything on this boat was painted in anticipation of trying to sell the ship (WHOI was planning to end operating the Oceanus at
the end of 2011 in any event), so *everywhere*, even on the deck, the paint
is shiny and new. That made me feel like *extra* a jerk when I scraped up
the bottom of the door carrying in one of the plastic crates (by myself :p )

Scraaaaaape! :p

Lucky for me I had the right color sharpie :D
It filled right in, and is visually
camouflaged well enough to pass
casual inspection.
Boom :D
Color color color….

A friend of mine’s mom
once (and honestly without *too* much biased
shortening of the story :p) charged me ~$100
to ‘teach me a lesson’ after making a joke about
doing this to something
of hers that I’d dinged.
If you know the story
Good as new used :D (mostly.. Ish..)

I’m so glad the hatch coaming wasn’t
painted lemon meringue, We didn’t
bring that color sharpie—despite packing our whole office stuff drawer...

you’re tired of hearing it, and
if you don’t, then *don’t*
ask :p That being said, I have
three things to say:
 I wasn’t entirely joking!
 It
works! (although
it
wouldn’t have that time :p )
 Get a sense of humor!!

So all the cleanup completed, including the
last of the fridge poetry, I decided to head to
bed.
Phew!! Got ‘mom’ back :D

Well, almost….. Sometimes I feel like I’ve been *too* organized, so I’ll purposely set askance *one* last thing, like these batteries that just *had* to go
into the bag of zip ties :D

‘organized’ :D

Phew, Mission complete, and my Idiom maintained….

I found a spot for Mr. Hat and
headed to my cabin to unpack

What do you mean Billy isn’t fitting in
with the other kids?

Somehow my laundry hasn’t been folded in a while..

I appear to have brought
more clothes than the
drawer in my room technically has capacity to carry. I plan to address this
issue by not closing the
drawer….

My ‘stuff from my pockets’ shelf...

I count four knives, and I’m pretty sure that
there’s one missing...

Also a write in the rain notebook,
in case it rains… in my cabin...

And just to make the place feel like home, a stack of books that I won’t get
around to reading…. “A Song For Arbonne”, the conquerors Saga, Cinder,
My Journal, *Two* copies of “Sex at dawn” (making me statistically twice as
likely not to read it), 1001 things you didn't know about the bible (I will read
sections of this, it knocks me right out while at the same exact time being
shockingly interesting) and
the north American shopping cart field identification
guide, just in case….
After that and a little bacon
toothpaste I was starting to
feel right at home :)

Mmmmm, Bacon..

I did notice *one* odd thing, I
usually search the daylights out
of a room when I know that
we’re gong to be going
through customs. I’d hate to
get in trouble over anything
from a previous occupant, but
someone took the time to tie a
line across the medicine cabinet, and that scares me
*juuust* enough to not want

What do *you* think is in here?

to disturb it. If the customs
folk decide to get picky and
start rooting around, then it’ll
be on their own head when
they get jumped my the wild
half-starved pocket liger that
is most likely lying in wait
within….
I *did* hang up my most recent love letter just to make
myself feel more at home.
Thank you TSA for caring :)

Thank you officer Kyle/Chris, I
*do* feel more loved

Sad empty bunk :(

So yeah, between one thing and another, and the fact that it was 0300 and I
had a meeting at 0800 that I had to drive to, I really didn’t feel like making
the bed.. Lucky for me I brought my all-purpose denim survival blanket :D
Thank you so much mom, this is the best blanket in the universe!! (and way
better than the ones you gave the other kids :)
Happy about-to-be-filled bunk :)

So yeah, a few
hours later it was
time to get up and
head to my meeting. I had a hard
time picking what
Shirt reads: “What? I can’t hear
to wear to split
Does this picture really need a
you over the sound of my
caption?.. :p
AWEOMENESS”
the right difference
between
‘professional and
cool (*very* important).
And
*so* many choices!! (one of the
drawbacks/
benefits to packing for a month
trip in less than 15
minutes is that
you tend to end
up with a pretty
Blue flames, a microcontroller
A shirt for the band “Disturbed”.
programming Joke, Hockey sticks,
random , but
Also, truth in advertising :p
and “Dave Rules” in sharpie across
the top :)
good selection (as
long as you remember to draw from the clean/dirty laundry bins and *not* the ‘stuff I
never wear but for some reason won’t get rid of ’ shelf...

I finally settled on
Rep’ing for my home
school :)

“Lake State Football, Undefeated
since 1952” Hint: we don't have a
football stadium, and we have a
great hockey team...

I’m glad that that important choice
is behind me.. :D

Black, Pink, and Red, so confused!!
I honestly only wear these to be
prepared. I didn’t realize what I
was ‘flagging’ until one of my
friends shattered my innocence :p

Phew, glad I got something good to wear under my ‘nice’ shirt :)
(all the folks I know
who have a job remotely like mine all
have one set of clothes
that is our ’nice’ set.
Mine is pants without
tears and a button
down shirt. Lucky for
me, almost no one
knows that my nice
button down is a uniform shirt that my dad
gave me from when he
worked at the waste
water treatment plant
back in the Sault :D
It’s seriously the best
shirt ever, and I *so*
they had a *wicked* boot

wish I still had the pants,
cut :)
Soooo, after all that time picking my shirt, I had almost no time at all to decide what to flag!!! I pretty much decided to go with them all, just to have
the bases covered (and I couldn’t find my orange one), but who am I kidding, red is so me :p

So the meeting I was going to was a design review for some equipment that
a (fortuitously) local company is designing for a professor that I work for
(am lent to
from time to
time) at the
u n i v e r s i t y.
The facility
is all ‘no pictures’
because they
work for the
navy,
but
here’s a picture of the
sign at the
door :)

The “No pictures *At All*” sign
is on the counter :( (I avoided
taking a picture of it :p )

These guys didn’t ask why I took a
camera out of my pocket and set it
on the back of a car as we went by,
which I find odd...

And here’s two of their engineers and I wheeling some test equipment
across the parking lot , I figured that a shot of that was fair :)

After that I picked up a
few things at the
WHOI store, which is
like an awesome retro
dry-goods store :)

I’d like a bag of flour and
some… tack stuff for my horse...

And Chris (an
*awesome* WHOI
tech) stopped by to
show us where the
interpipes are run
in the new ship :)

More inter-pipes!!!

Leatherman = ok, but gosh help
you if you bring nail clippers...

And while going through my backpack to get some band-aids (which we
*won’t* talk about….) I came across the second entry in my ‘stuff the TSA
shouldn’t have given back’ journal. Apparently the camouflage really
works...

Fun Fact, Tim Leatherman is an
Oregon State University Mechanical Engineering Graduate

First I found the clogged pipe

Then I removed the obstructing
cap

The crew was complaining because not
enough interwebs were getting through to
their cabins, so I found the trouble spot and
And got some high powered
(300MBIT :D ) interwebs to put in

sorted it out :) They’re going to
be getting ones and zeroes to
their hearts content :)

Phew, it was almost too much
interweb to *fit* in the pipe!
This tube goes down about two feet and lets out over
the drop ceiling in the chief scientists stateroom,
which is right in the middle of the crew/science
berthing area. Now they’re all lights and sound :D

Ladies and gentlemen!! This concludes the LONGEST blarg entry ever!!!
For those of you who read it with breakfast, I hope you haven’t missed
lunch :) Have a great day, and I’ll blarg again soon :D

That’s right, the internet is *in* the
pipes. You can’t stop the signal :D

Have a great Sunday!! I love you Mom and
Dad!!
Dave
dave@ogormanfamily.com
—
dave.ogormanfamily.com

